OnCare.Availability enables operators of hydropower plants to optimize and reduce unplanned downtimes. The holistic system finds weak spots in spare parts stocks and assesses the set of required skills of maintenance employees. Voith’s experience in hydro energy generation enables us to treat your downtime pains accurately. To date, Voith’s experts have optimized and analyzed more than 400 systems.
Choose from Voith’s three service packages

**Quick-scan**
- Kick-off impression
- Analysis on selected systems

**Availability 360 (Partial audit)**
- Deep dive impression
- Analysis of all systems or customer-selected systems
- Voith reference asset data

**Availability optimization consulting (Full audit)**
- Perfect insight
- Analysis of all systems
- Customized asset data as build

Customer benefits

+ Increased availability in case of unplanned outage and maintenance shutdown
+ Decreased costs of ownership through savings in inventory, tools and personnel costs by 5% on average
+ Gain of employee productivity by 5 to 20%

MTBF: Mean time between failures
MTTR: Mean time to repair
MTTM: Mean time to maintain